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Dear All 

Greetings! 

 

 

Maybe life isn‟t giving you  

All you wish, but if you can learn from  

Yesterday, you can be a winner tomorrow  

The month saw a flurry of activities in all 

spheres….the school once again bore the vibrant, 

colorful look associated with fresh beginnings. 

Workshops for parents, students and teachers all 

contributed to make it a Motivational May. PTM‟s 

built bridges and created bonds setting the stage 

From The Principal’s Desk 

for a fruitful year ahead ! So here‟s looking forward to “living, thinking and acting 

our best”… this month and always. 

 

Warm Regards, 

Anupama Chopra  
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Tantalizing Techfest 2.0 
 

G D Goenka Public School, ED hosted its 

second Annual Virtual IT Competition - 

Techfest 2.0., the registration of which 

started from 28th April and closed on 4th 

May 2022. 

 

In total 8 events were conducted for various 

classes from Grade 3 to Grade 12. We 

witnessed high participation in this event 

with registration of 26 schools and more than 

250 students competing with each other. 

 

Two live events - Battle Hub and Code-A-

Thon were conducted on 7th May and 11th 

May, respectively. The other events such as 

Depict-a-Pic, Scratch Studio, Meme-making, 

Cinematics, Aptitude etc., helped in building 

and judging the creative, innovative and 

technical skills of the students. 

 

The judges for the entire event were - Ms. 

Anika Agarwal, Mr. Ayush Kovind, Mr. Anuj 

Talwar and Ms. Ashima Wadhwa. 

 

GD Goenka, Vasant Kunj bagged the first 

position, Amity International School bagged 

the second position and the third position was 

bagged by both Ahlcon International School, 

Mayur Vihar and Indian Language School.  

 

The aim of this event was to develop co-

curricular skills of the students and to expose 

them to the current trends in the technical 

field.  
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Resilience: Our ability to 

Bounce Back 
 

“Life doesn't get easier or more forgiving, we 

get stronger and more resilient.” To develop 

resilience amongst everyone, a workshop was 

organized by an eminent resource person - Ms. 

Manju Rai for all teachers on „Emotional 

Resilience Code - UpdateX.  

 

A myriad of engaging activities were 

conducted in this workshop. In one of the 

activities, teachers got to introspect and 

compare what they think about their own 

personalities and what others think about them. 

The results were surprising for a majority of 

them. The teachers were also asked to pen 

down their feelings during the workshop. This 

activity was followed by a meditational 

activity in which the participants got a golden 

opportunity to get away from the hustle-bustle 

of real life and get transported into a serene 

world. The experience of this activity was 

deeply rejuvenating.  

 

Each teacher shared his/her own valuable take 

away from the workshop towards the end of 

the session. However, the most important 

learning from the workshop was that it is not 

the strongest of the species that survive, nor 

the most intelligent, but the ones most resilient 

and responsive to change.  
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Science: The key to our 

future 
 

Science quiz aims to inculcate in the minds 

of young students a spirit of scientific 

enquiry, analytical thinking and provides a 

platform to the budding scientists for 

exchanging thoughts. Keeping the same in 

mind, the Inter House Science Mastermind 

quiz was conducted on 26 May 2022 in the 

school auditorium.  

 

All the participants were divided in four 

teams as per their respective houses. Each 

round was based on short creative videos and 

engaging questions. The participants had to 

put on their thinking cap for answering such 

intriguing questions. They were in awe as 

they contemplated the world of Science. The 

audience was also given an opportunity to 

answer, in case, any of the teams dodged any 

question. The team that answered the most 

number of questions correctly was 

announced as the winning team. 

Overall, the event proved to be very 

educational and informative for the students. 

Such events go a long way in moulding 

students personality and testing their 

knowledge. 

 

An atmosphere of curiosity and discovery 

reverberated in the whole auditorium. The 

varied types of questions asked triggered the 

curious minds and made it a fun and learning 

event for all. Students felt that what they 

know is a drop, what they don‟t know is an 

ocean. 
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Throwball Championship at 

Goenka 
 

It is of supreme importance to provide 

opportunities to students to meet the 

challenges of the future. G.D. Goenka Public 

School, East Delhi therefore, lays special 

emphasis on Co-curricular activities to provide 

students an edge over others to be a leader in 

their respective field of activity. In pursuit of 

the same, the students of the four houses of the 

school competed in a Throwball Match against 

each other from 9 May to 13 May 2022. 

 

The competition was conducted by the 

Physical Education Department for the Boys & 

Girls in two age groups at Throw ball Court.  

 

Juniors (Class VI to VIII) age group: 

Vivekananda House won the 1st Position and 

Teresa House won the 2nd position in the Girls 

category. Teresa house won the 1st Position 

and Radhakrishnan House won the 2nd 

position in the Boys category.  

Seniors (Class IX to XII) age group: 

Vivekananda house won the 1st Position and 

Tagore House won the 2nd position in the 

Girls category. Radhakrishnan House won the 

1st Position and Tagore House won the 2nd 

position in the Boys category. 
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Kahani Manchan 
 

Drama provides a great platform for learning 

by doing. Any language comes alive when 

practised in the form of a drama. Keeping 

this in mind an, Inter-House Sanskrit 

competition “Kahani Manchan” was 

organized to celebrate the richness and 

significance of one of our most classical 

language. 

 

The Competition was conducted during zero 

and first period on 13th May 2022, Friday in 

the school auditorium. The competition 

began with the participants, teacher in-

charges and the audience reaching the venue 

well on time. The rules and regulations were 

also reiterated for both the participants and 

the audience.  

 

Each group performed at their best where 

each performance was enjoyed and 

applauded by the audience. The colorful 

costumes of the participants greatly added to 

the show. The whole auditorium reverberated 

with this unique language Sanskrit and its 

essence. The event concluded with Vice 

Principal ma‟am appreciating the participants 

as well as the audience alike with her 

encouraging words. 
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Knowing Your Heritage 
 

The prelim round for Heritage quiz took place 

for the students of classes IX to XII in their 

respective classes. The multiple choice questions 

were based on India's heritage and culture. It 

consisted a variety of questions based on art, 

music, literature, and architecture of India. The 

motto was to expose the young children to the 

rich and exquisite cultural span of our country. 

The provided material helped the students enrich 

and prepare themselves for the quiz. 
 

 

Bully to Buddy 
 

"Blowing out someone's candle doesn't make 

yours shine any brighter.“ 

 
The students of class VIII were educated on 

Bullying – an extremely sensitive and relevant 

for them – through a workshop conducted by Mr. 

Sagar. The different dimensions of bullying were 

discussed in detail to make the students aware 

about the sad truth behind the momentary 

pleasure that it provides. It was an eye opening 

experience for the students as many of them do 

not realize its harsh impact. What made it  more 

meaningful was the way in which it was 

conducted. All the students were totally 

engrossed in their interactions and pledged to 

help stop bullying. 
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Train Like a Champion 
 

This year‟s training conducted by 

Ramakrishna Mission spanned two days from 

26 May-27 May, 2022. The workshop 

focused on training the teachers to impart life 

skills to students and achieve the desired 

objective for conducting these classes. The 

first day of the training was centered on 

explaining the concepts and the ways to 

impart life skills with maximum effect as per 

the modules. Next day, each teacher 

conducted a module to get a feel and know-

how of these lessons. The in depth discussion 

and training allowed the teachers to grasp and 

understand the ways to conduct these classes 

effectively. 
 

Shilpkar 
 

Art is an expression of our thoughts, emotions 

and desires. At GDGPS, we empower our 

students with this powerful medium of 

expression. Continuing with this practice an 

Inter House Art Competition „Shilpkar‟ for 

the students of classes 7 and 8 was organised 

on 12 May 2022 during zero and first period.  

 

Shilpkar aimed at the creation of Lippan art, a 

clay art form from the state of Gujarat, India. 

Our young artists created scintillating works 

using various materials such as clay mud and 

mirrors that not only won hearts but also drew 

admirable sights from one and all. 
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